Take Control of Incidents from Anywhere in Seconds

Use the Latest and Best Mobile Platform to Overcome Today's Dangers

- Mobilize your team instantly
- Turn your plans into living, interactive response guides
- Leverage real-time situational awareness and communications
- Learn the basics within seconds, master it within minutes
- Eliminate risks and contain costs more quickly than ever
- Simplify training, improve compliance and accountability

“Groupdolists is one of the most innovative tools available to an incident manager since the invention of the two-way radio! It allows the incident manager to effectively notify and activate their team, manage the incident, coordinate tasks and activities, share information, all in a mobile environment! No one is tied to a desktop device any longer. It takes incident management into the 21st century!”

Michael Lowder, Principal
Michael W. Lowder & Global Associates
Former Director OIS & Emergency Response, USDOT
When Seconds Count, Coordination Is Critical

Don’t Depend on the Undependable—Be Ready

- Secure, independent, high-availability platform
- Dashboard for instant overview of essentials
- Native mobile app instantly unites the team wherever they are, whenever you need
- Real-time tasks, real-time text, tap-to-talk voice
- Complete, automated reporting during and after simplifies AAR and planning

“Whether a natural disaster, mass shooting, or other complicated incident, Groupdolists provides first responders, supervisors, and incident commanders with essential situational awareness and real-time guidance for critical decision-making.”

Kathleen O’Toole, Founder & President
O’Toole Associates
Former Boston Police Commissioner and Seattle Chief of Police

To arrange a 30-minute online demonstration or to try Groupdolists for free, email: demo@groupdolists.com